Divisional Council Meeting Agenda
Tuesday, December 1, 2009
12:30 – 3:00 pm
Fourth Floor, HLRC

• 12:30-1 pm Lunch

• 1:00 pm Call to Order Judith-Ann Friedman
  College Issues and Ideas for 2010 Mark Rocha

• 1:45 pm Grant funds for the Learning Center, Aracely Aguiar &
  AMT, and Computer Science Mark Pracher
  ETP Developments
  Fee-based Programs in Career Education
  and ESL for foreign students
  Grant Developments this fall and spring 2010

• 2:00 pm SLO Status Report Lloyd Thomas

• 2:15 pm Accreditation and Governance Issues Fran Leonard

• 2:30 pm Schedule Production Process: Judith-Ann Friedman
  Galleys with Proposed Load Sheets for Dean’s Approvals
  Seniority Lists per the Agreement
  Tie-breaking and Bumping per the Agreement
  Meetings between the divisions and the deans to go over
  schedule and assignment processes
  Meetings between the chairs and the deans to propose
  schedules and assignments

• 2:45 pm Policies and Practices that have Rebecca Tillberg
  Disproportionate Impacts

• 3:00 pm Adjourn